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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Society increasingly relies on digital platforms. But regulation of how we interact with social media,
search engines or other online platforms has so far been unsuccessful in preventing harms, ensuring
rights are upheld or empowering citizens to engage in digital society. Current laws tend to separate
issues out into privacy and online content. This has the advantage of giving clear remits to regulators
and focusing energy, resources and expertise on speci c issues. But it also holds regulators and
policy-makers back when it comes to tackling larger systemic issues.
This report argues for broader regulation that brings together the ways data about individuals goes
out (privacy or data protection) and how the information they receive comes in (recommendations
for online content, particularly when harmful and/or political). This currently spans multiple
government departments and regulators in the UK, creating overlaps in some areas but leaving
gaping holes in others. At a time when we are relying more and more on large platforms with huge
amounts of power, it is essential to empower citizens, communities, smaller organisations, and
government, to tip the balance away from a few big tech executives. Only by taking a more
comprehensive and cohesive approach can regulation promote rights, justice and equity for a more
positive digital society.

METHODS
This project builds on research into performative frameworks of rethinking online privacy.
Understanding privacy as not just technical and legal systems but a whole array of individual and
collective acts that shape and reinforce norms and expectations leads towards thinking in terms of
identity, consent and collective action. This approach lends itself to also thinking about information
“in” as well as information “out”, by assessing privacy and online content as part of the same wider
issue. We highlight the expectations set by digital platforms and the algorithmic “back-end” which
combines personal data and content recommendations. The approach emphasises the importance
of context - how the sharing of information might be appropriate in one situation but not in others and seeks ways to empower people with greater agency over the data they share, receive, and is
collected about them.
The project began with reviewing existing recommendations for policy interventions to tackle issues
around the regulation of online privacy and/or content, including targeted advertising and political
content. We then conducted nationally representative surveys of UK adults to gain public
perspectives on trust of major platforms, concern for privacy and online content including
misinformation and advertising, risks and opportunities to individual identity and the integrity of
society, and support for more comprehensive regulatory measures. The surveys were followed by a
workshop with academia, advocacy groups/think tanks, funding foundations and government.

RESULTS
Our ndings show that the public is highly concerned about information online. This is strongest
around privacy, which suggests an opportunity to use increasing privacy regulation as a basis for
more thorough regulation of and education about digital platforms more widely.
People feel relatively in control of what they see online, but express signi cant concerns with
in uence and decisions about online content and platforms. There is a large disparity between how
the public perceives current in uence over regulation (78% of people feel tech companies have a lot
or a little in uence, 40% for UK politicians, only 33% for users) and desired in uence over regulation
(57% tech companies, 61% for UK politicians, 75% for users).
The UK public strongly supports platforms being legally responsible for checking political adverts
(80%, averaged across Google, Facebook and Twitter) as well as being required by law to regulate or
check any content they provide to users (76%, averaged across Google, Facebook and Twitter).
People place the responsibility for this on platforms, but support increased regulation by
government and a range of methods punishing platforms that break the rules. There is widespread
support for greater regulation of the use of personal data online (73%), fake news online (75%) and
hate speech online (71%).
People do not trust major online platforms, and do not feel represented by the tech industry. But
there is a feeling of even less representation in the press and UK politics. Existing proposals for
greater regulation have public awareness and education as strong common themes. Working with
di erent user groups and communities should be an important part of the work of UK regulators.
But people are optimistic about the potential for the Internet. While only 25% of people think the
Internet currently reduces inequality, and there is widespread acknowledgement of the potential
harms for individuals and di erent harms for di erent groups, 50% of respondents still felt that
platforms could be designed in ways that reduce inequality. There is a strong desire for greater
regulation of platforms, and 67% of people support regulating privacy and online content more
cohesively.

CONCLUSIONS
There are a few key themes around the need for future regulation that have emerged through the
project.
Inequality and politics : political advertising and fake news are important areas for regulation. There
is also the need to improve representation in regulation. Trust is low and the impacts of shadowy
back-end decisions and systems are very real. Power asymmetries need to be challenged to
empower citizens to participate in digital society without being exploited by mutli-national
corporations.
Design : there is often a lack of clarity surrounding how platforms actually collect and use data,
particularly with automated decisions by algorithms. Improving regulation requires improving designside in uence of regulators and communities in order to support the desired principles of rights,
equality and justice for digital society.

Combining regulators : there is strong support for bringing regulation together to tackle the larger
systemic issues with digital platforms. But this requires sensitivity to the di erent approaches,
expertise and resources necessary. There is resistance to any existing regulator taking on such as
broad remit, so we propose a formal inter-regulator o ce to enable di erent existing powers to be
brought together to tackle larger issues.
Awareness : education and critical digital skills are a signi cant challenge. This includes developing up
to date integration with school curriculum across technical and social subjects, but should also take
into account the intersectional barriers to digital participation such as age (at either extreme), class,
and race. Tech industry workers are another group where better critical knowledge of sociotechnical
issues could create better design practices and support the aims of public policy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
We propose the following measures for a more cohesive and coordinated approach to regulating
privacy and content online:
1. Regulate privacy, data and content online together : by establishing an O ce for Digital Society to act
as a formal mouthpiece for combining the remit of the ICO, OfCom, ASA, CMA and others in tackling
larger and systemic issues of privacy and content online.
2. Build regulation on principles linked to rights : equity, diversity, dignity and justice should be at the
centre of future regulation to empower individuals and groups.
3. Provide a platform for representation : by involving a ected communities in regulation is essential in
resolving the massive power asymmetries currently held by digital platforms.
4. Give regulators meaningful powers and the resources to exercise them : by ensuring that nancial
and sta resources of constituent regulators are adequate to tackle the large number of cases, and
that the O ce for Digital Society can appropriately bring together regulators’ powers to e ect
meaningful change.
5. Strengthen design-side regulation : by taking a more proactive approach not only to
recommendations but for regulation and requirements, empowering regulators to take action earlier,
and engagement more deeply with industry and civil society.
6. Promote public understanding : by expanding practical, critical and participatory skills not only in
formal education but through promoting interdisciplinary engagement and understanding of societal
issues within industry.
7. Plan for future development : build in mechanisms for sandboxing future regulations and a clear
path for expanding the remit of the O ce for Digital Society, up to and including a possible
Department for Digital Society.

INTROD UC TION

INTRODUCTION
Much of life today occurs either online or is
mediated by online platforms. The spread and
vast power of platforms creates major social
and
regulatory
challenges,
with
real
consequences for individuals, communities and
democratic structures. In particular, there are
key points of regulation that intersect: privacy,
the data we give out or is collected about us,
and content, the information we receive. How
decisions are made about the way information
ows in di erent directions is often hidden in
the "back-end" of platforms, algorithms and
data centres. This can lead to confusion and a
lack of agency not only for individuals but also
for marginalised communities and even policymakers and regulators.
Regulation of privacy and content online has
come a long way. In the UK, the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and 2018 Data
Protection Act (DPA) have provided a useful
rst step towards empowering privacy rights,
but remain plagued by issues of enforcement
and lack of future scope. Similarly, the
proposed Online Harms legislation and
regulation o ers improvements in recourse
against discriminatory or otherwise harmful
online content, but remains limited in proactive
measures for improving justice.
Tackling structural issues for digital society
requires a more comprehensive approach to
the data, platforms, interfaces and algorithms
that de ne life online. Privacy and content are
inextricably intertwined, but this is not
re ected in the current UK regulatory
environment. This report proposes combining
the many related areas of regulation to
improve justice, agency and empowerment in
digital society.

The report begins with the core concepts that
underpin the proposal, drawing on new
academic research into the social e ects and
structures of technology. This includes a
performative critique and framework of privacy
and content, building on interdisciplinary and
intersectional work across elds.
We
then
review
existing
policy
recommendations to draw out common
approaches to more e ective regulation of
privacy and content, separately and together,
in speci c contexts and for society as a whole.
We present new survey data that provides a
representative view of UK public opinion
surrounding issues of privacy, identity,
representation, data, algorithms, online
content and their regulation.
We discuss key issues emerging from the
surveys, policy review and a workshop held as
part of the project. Attendees at this workshop
included representatives from academia,
government, policy and advocacy groups, and
foundations, all working towards a better digital
society. Through the workshop, experience and
perspectives were shared and the results of
the surveys discussed alongside broader issues
in the regulation of online platforms.
Finally, we propose a set of seven
recommendations for establishing a crossregulator O ce for Digital Society as a
roadmap for tackling these issues.

P RIV AC Y

IN

AND
OUT

PRIVACY

IN

AND

Preventing online harms and improving the
Internet as a public good is not just about
being online, but about being together online
and doing life online together. It is therefore
not just about protecting ourselves online which is inherently divisive and individualising but about nding ways to empower citizens
and communities through improving the
integrity of our information and interactions
online. This leads to two key questions:
Access : Who has access? What are the
conditions for access?
Agency : What are the barriers to agency? How
can we better empower everyone?
These issues cut both ways, and they predate
the Internet. Loyalty schemes were used to
promote speci c products, special interest or
client mailing lists were used to send targeted
advertising, and helicopter photographs of our
homes taken unsolicited and without consent
appeared through our letterboxes available to
purchase, all long before search engines and
social media. But the new digital tools and
platforms we now often use on a daily basis
have escalated these practices - and, more
importantly, the harms they can create - to
such an extent that there is a need to radically
rethink the way we govern the use of such
technologies to increase the equity and justice
of online society.
This project builds on research BENJAMIN2020 into
how the culture of privacy in uences the
e ects of technology on society. Privacy was
chosen as the concept on which to focus as it
is already in use across di erent elds - law,
technology, social science, medicine - and,
more widely, it means something to everyone.
Each setting may have contextual di erences in
how it is de ned, but it is a commonly used

OUT

concept that everyone sees the value of in
some situations (whether that is metadata
about online activity, a private conversation, or
going to the bathroom). But while it is an
in uential concept, it is also contested with
di erent expectations. Understanding how
these di erent ideas are embedded in our
culture helps us to use them more positively
across disciplines and settings. The work uses a
few important concepts to understand these
issues.
Contextual

integrity

:

this

means

the

NISSENBAUM2010,

appropriate ow of information
a
way
of
thinking
about
privacy
that
acknowledges that we may want to share a
piece of information in one context (such as a
photo of our children with close friends and
family on social media) but not others (we
wouldn’t want it to be used to train a facial
recognition system or in an advert by a
company we dislike).
The networked self : this is the way our identity
is developed in part through what we see and
do online, and shows the importance of
establishing legal and technical systems that

empower its development COHEN2012. It is an
active process rather than something xed in
stone. It is built through our relationships with
information and with other people or
communities.
The incomputable : there is always something
that resists being converted to data
HILDEBRANDT2019.

Human relations are not only
complex but also emotional and cultural.
Appreciating this underpins the need for
proportionate and contextual use of data (i.e.
collecting only when necessary and using only
when appropriate) to avoid misrepresentation
in decision-making. This also means that there

is no single ‘solution’ to issues of privacy and
data - what is needed are ongoing discussions
and regular review for inclusive policy.
Performativity : this means that privacy is a
social norm that is created and reinforced by
the individual and collective acts we all
participate in and how we see other people’s
actions. For example, social media sites may
set up a community expectation that when we
add a new ‘friend’ we should look into their
history, likes, and other information to nd out
as much as we can about them, or it may be
expected
that
we
acknowledge
such
information exists without looking at it all.
Performativity in this sense was originally
applied to traditional social norms and roles,
such as gender, by Judith Butler and Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick. In a performative
framework, individual actions, collective actions
and collective responses are all intertwined in
establishing di erent norms and expectations.
This requires a shift in language. While
protecting privacy is useful in legal, technical
and regulatory context when thinking about,
for
example,
recourse,
it
remains
fundamentally reactive. Performing privacy
becomes a more active, collective and
preventative process. Other language shifts
that have been proposed COSTANZA-CHOCK2020
DIGNAZIO&KLEIN2020

include moving from ethics
(which in practice remains largely vague and
voluntary) to justice, from fairness (which
assumes an equal starting point) to equity,
from accountability to co-liberation, from
transparency to re exivity, and from tackling
bias in data to tackling the underlying
structural oppression that leads to the creation
of biased systems in the rst place.
Emerging from the research are a few key
principles of performing privacy:

> Privacy (and data) are something we do, not
something we have;
> How we share and use information builds
and reinforces expectations;
> Context is important;
> The ow of information should be visible;
> We should challenge uneven power
structures that lead to discrimination;
> Identity, consent and collective action are
core principles not just buzzwords;
> Shaping positive contexts means more
emphasis should be placed on communities
and collective action online and o ine;
> We should strive to empower all users and
communities online.
The same principles apply to online content.
Links between privacy and online content, or
surveillance and manipulation, are well
established

ZARSKY2006

TUFEKCI2014

SUSSERROESSLER&NISSENBAUM2019.

This includes targeted
political
advertising,
search
engine
recommendations,
and
news
or
misinformation. The relation between these
di erent directions in which information ows
has been labelled "epistemic inequality"
ZUBOFF2019,

the gap between what an individual
can know and what is known about them.
These are interconnected issues, with
intersectional impact, including problems with
representation (of, for example, womes, BAME
people, trans people, those with disabilities, ...)
in online content NOBLE2018 DIGNAZIO&KLEIN2020.
How the underlying technical systems operate
can lead to wider issues of algorithmic
discrimination and the exclusion of some
members of society from information and
opportunities BENJAMIN2019.

Similar platform processes mediate and
marginalise information going out (privacy) and
information coming in (online content). This
has been described as the rhythms of online
media CARMI2020, the patterns that control how
information ows in all directions. Privacy feeds
into content (who we are determines what we
are shown) and the two processes together
tend to de ne who we can be and what we can
do online. This more often than not heightens

and
exacerbates
existing
inequalities.
Something is always lost in reducing the
diversity of society and human experience to
computable categories that t neatly into an
algorithm for targeting content. The same
problematic assumptions - a technological
ideology - underpin both the serving of content
and the creation of data that enable it.
The complex impact of the connections
between privacy and online content on public

policy has also been established GANDY2017. The
need for robust privacy mechanisms to protect

users from exploitation of their data in relation
to what content they see online is also gaining

traction in policy contexts ICO2019. But there is
an extra level that is currently missing from the
debate: using privacy as a concept and set of
regulatory tools to directly tackle the problems
of personalised content. This project sees
privacy and content not just as interconnected
issues but part of one and the same underlying
issue, and proposes that they should therefore
be regulated together in a more cohesive way.

RE V IE W OF
E X ISTING
RE GUL ATIONS

REVIEW OF EXISTING
RECOMMENDATIONS
As more and more of society and government
has moved online, issues of privacy, personal
and public data, and online content have
spanned
across
many
government
departments. Government can often be a
sprawling
mass
of
bureaucracy
and
overlapping remits or jurisdictions, particularly
in relation to the use and regulation of data
and the Internet. Separate laws cover Human
Rights,
Data
Protection,
Freedom
of
Information, Digital Economy, Copyright and
other related rights and regulations. DCMS,
BEIS, DfE, DHSC and the Cabinet O ce are but
a few of the departments with key
responsibilities, and many have dedicated
digital branches, themes or teams. National
Data Strategy, CDEI, Digital Economy, NHSX,
Government Digital Services or NCSC/GCHQ,
each one focuses on a speci c aspect of digital
society. Similarly, various oversight bodies have
remit that covers these issues, including the
ICO, OfCom, Children’s Commissioner, EHRC,
CMA, ASA, and the list is only increasing.
This organisational structure allows for multiple
di erent approaches and foci of regulation, but
it also risks inconsistency, gaps between
regulations and implementations, and the
need to ensure government itself is upholding
best practices.
There are many recommendations for
improving regulation around speci c areas of
privacy, online content, targeted advertising,
digital politics and related issues. These have
come from government entities, academic
researchers, policy think tanks and advocacy
groups. The recommendations often use
di erent approaches and languages depending
on the context, aims and priorities of the

recommending organisations, but a few key
themes emerge across these di erent
recommendations.
Reviewing the current space of regulatory
recommendations provides a key to developing
more cohesive future regulation that brings
together privacy and online content, and the
full data-algorithm ecosystem.

Regulate data out to regulate data in
The primary way of linking the in/out rhythms
and ows of data in regulation is to improve
privacy rights in order to mitigate some of the
harms of personalised or targeted content
online. The impact and intersection of
platforms gathering data about us and using it
to target advertising, provide personalised
content recommendations or
lter out

"undesirable" content CARMI2020 - usually
algorithmically - has been a long identi ed area
of concern in terms of surveillance,
representation and mediation of information.
And yet it has remained largely unregulated,
owing in part to the international nature of
large online platforms such as Google and
Facebook, in part due to the unprecedented
social conditions these technologies have
created, in part due to lobbying in uence to
protect the business models of these
platforms, and in part simply due to the excess
of power and control these platforms wield in
the organisation of digital society. Regulation
has been slow to catch up, but there have
been several important steps (GDPR/DPA,
Online Harms) and high pro le policy
recommendations relating to this problem.

The CDEI REVIEW OF ONLINE TARGETING: FINAL REPORT
AND RECOMMENDATIONS examined both targeted
advertising
and
online
content
recommendations. The report highlighted the
di erent regulators involved in this area but
focused its recommendations on the new
online
harms
regulator.
The
report’s
suggestions
emphasised
three
areas:
accountability,
transparency
and
user
empowerment. This included calling for a more
coherent approach between the online harms
regulator (OfCom) and other regulators such as
ICO and CMA. However, in detail this refers
largely to “sharing data science resources",
which risks falling into promoting the language
of
platform
domination
and
thereby
entrenching targeting as a valid approach. We
can instead call for a truly coordinated e ort to
tackle broader issues of data and online
content. The CDEI report also emphasised the
importance of information, including giving
independent experts access to platform
systems for audit and requiring explanations
from platforms (re ecting the right to
explanation of decisions made by algorithms
under the GDPR/DPA). This is linked to
transparency as well as user empowerment,
focusing on design-side best practices and
further information available for users around
the funding of political adverts.
However, the CDEI report is symptomatic of
how existing regulation is developed, in that it
limits itself to the clear issue of online targeting
- with a particular focus on advertising. This
provides purpose and speci city, but also
places a perceived limit of online harms to
advertising products or in uencing political
opinions. These certainly are important areas,
and are included throughout this report, but
we also push further to acknowledge the
broader
ows of information that may
in uence or discriminate against di erent
groups in society. The recommendations also
risk maintaining current de nitions or
loopholes that enable large platforms to
bypass the terms of regulation. The approach
of “limiting harms and enabling bene cial uses
of online targeting" could enable platforms to
continue with ethics washing, voluntary codes
of practice and an economic push for nancial
bene ts over a commitment to rights and

users. Further, advertising cannot be
disentangled from wider ows of data to and
from users - placing this limit will in turn always
limit the e ectiveness of regulation. Broader
consideration of information users receive
online is required to prevent the manipulation
of labels to avoid due scrutiny, as well as to
address the rights implications of the
enormous power imbalances that users su er
in online platforms. The CDEI report is a hugely
useful step in addressing some of these
important issues, but the scale of the problems
at hand - the sheer weight and scope of the
largest platforms - requires much deeper
integration of privacy and content for e ective
regulation.
The false trade-o between economic bene t,
and user rights and empowerment, has been
further questioned by RECENT FINDINGS by STER,
the Dutch advertising agency for public
broadcasts. STER found that tracking cookies
have little to no provable bene t, and that in
fact campaigns without such cookies are often
more successful. The report acts as a call to
avoid worsening the perception of ‘clickbait’ as
a valid method, which has wider relevance to
issues of information quality and citizen
participation in online society. The importance
of context and collective audience emerges
again as STER proposes contextual advertising
as the more e ective alternative, preserving
privacy while pushing for greater relevance and
quality of content or ads.
A concept brought up in the CDEI report that
resonates with other policy work is the idea of
“data intermediaries". A data intermediary
would be a third-party entity that represents a
user’s interests in how data ows between
them and platforms. This echoes what the
2018 CMA ONLINE PLATFORMS AND DIGITAL ADVERTISING
MARKET STUDY (APPENDIX H) identi ed as
“intermediation" in the business interface side
of advertising platforms and the companies
who use them, by creating a more substantial
platform for user negotiations in how data is
used. Similar concepts also appear in Ada
Lovelace Institute’s project RETHINKING DATA as
“data stewardship", focused on data for public
bodies, and in the broader legal concept of
“data trusts" DELACROIX&LAWRENCE2019 as potential

entities that could have the legal status to
safeguard users’ interests. But all these
approaches share some common limitations.
Firstly, they continue the idea that data is
property to be traded. Given the broader
inequalities and injustices of our economic
context, this is likely to keep too much power
beyond regulation and in the hands of
monopolising platforms. A rights, dignity and
agency based approach to privacy is much
more e ective in trying to combat systemic
injustices. Secondly, this form of consolidating
data mediation still requires signi cant
support, explanation and additional trust.
Adding a further layer of interaction risks
further obscuring the back-end of data ows to
users. Data intermediaries or similar would still
require a highly engaged user base. More
direct regulation to enforce community
representation in decision-making and data
ecosystems,
along
with
more
robust
complaints procedures and regulator powers,
is more likely to be e ective in enhancing user
agency.
This “back-end" of online content and decisionmaking was highlighted in the Privacy
International SUBMISSION TO THE HOUSE OF LORDS
SELECT COMMITTEE ON DEMOCRACY AND DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY. The submission emphasises how
design choices, algorithms, data, etc. interact to
de ne what content is seen by di erent
people, as well as the issues of automating
these processes and gatekeeping by a few
large tech companies. Privacy International
suggest caution in overstepping and limiting
freedom of expression without using it as a
fallback excuse for inaction (as it is often
mobilised by tech platforms themselves based
on a wilful misreading of the US Constitution).
Emphasis is instead placed on taking more
seriously the principles of existing privacy
regulation such as GDPR to allow for greater
regulation. Proper enforcement of existing
privacy regulation would go a long way towards
limiting harmful or manipulative online content,
as many of these harms are based on practices
that are fundamentally non-compliant with the
law. This includes design as well as default
settings, another important focus of regulatory
recommendations that take a more holistic
approach COSTANZA-CHOCK2020 CARMI2020. Increasing

the e ectiveness of existing privacy and
advertising regulation is an important rst step
in establishing a more integrated regulatory
environment for privacy, data and content
online.

Awareness and clarity
A persistent issue that is the focus of both
existing regulation and recommendations for
future policy is an increase in awareness and
understanding. For example, the 2019 ICO
UPDATE REPORT INTO ADTECH AND REAL TIME BIDDING
called for greater understanding by businesses
engaged in processing data - particularly its
use in targeted advertising - as well as the need
for greater clarity and simplicity of privacy
terms and other information for users. This
shows
the
importance
of
greater
understanding on all sides of data systems,
and the need to remove the obfuscation and
mysti cation that places too much power in the
hands of the platforms designing the
technologies.
However, it is not simply that the public isn’t
aware, and certainly not that the public do not
care deeply about these issues. The Carnegie
UK Trust report DATA PRIVACY FROM ATTITUDES TO
ACTION provided evidence of the privacy
paradox - in which users know the risks and
harms but do not necessarily change their
behaviours accordingly (from changing privacy
settings to choosing which platform to use).
This was found even more extremely in recent
research HINDSWILLIAMS&JOINSON2020 that uncovered
a pervading attitude of "it wouldn't happen to
me" and sense of immunity to targeting even in
the wake of the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica
scandal. Awareness leading to action is further
complicated by a study that showed how
viewing news items about surveillance actually
led to users creating less secure passwords
MAMONOV&KOUFARIS2016.

The Carnegie UK Trust
report showed the need for greater awareness
of both practical and regulatory methods, and
a current lack of consensus over terms and
de nitions. Clarity in platform terminology and
regulatory rights are essential for users to
convert concern into action, in order to
overcome the twin feelings of hopelessness

and invincibility. The Carnegie UK Trust report
also highlighted the importance of context, to
which we can add the need for tech companies
themselves to develop greater understanding
of the role they play and the di erent needs of
the di erent individuals and communities who
use their platforms.
One of the main works in identifying and
remedying these problems has come from the
ME AND MY BIG DATA REPORT 2020. This project
emphasises the need for awareness of how the
full systems, business models and consent
mechanisms of data interact. It details the
individual and collective skills required to use,
think about and participate with technology,
and to support others in our communities. The
Me and My Big Data report separates “data
doing" digital literacy skills (the more practical
behaviours such as using social media and
search engines e ectively, or adjusting privacy
settings) from both “data thinking" and “data
participating". These two additional skillsets are
of vital importance in promoting awareness
and critical thinking about how data is
generated, shared and used, as well as how
this translates into supporting others and
other forms of positive and proactive social
and political engagement. This form of data
literacy supports individuals and communities.
The project assessed di erent user groups,
highlighting the pre-existing and intersectional
disadvantages often at play, such as the
combination of lower education and socioeconomic position in both younger and older
people contributing to disadvantages in access,
skills and a supportive community. The ndings
also emphasised the need for increased
awareness about the interconnectedness of
systems and issues, and the fact that today
people are never fully online or o ine but a
exible and shifting mix. This supports the idea
of privacy, data and life online as an active and
ongoing
process
that
is
contextually
dependent
and
in
which
collective
empowerment is key. It suggests the need for
broad regulation that acknowledges the reach
of online data and content as well as its impact
across other areas of society.

Regulation and regulators
To enable and enforce the recommendations
required to improve privacy, data and content
online, much attention is given to the
regulatory environment and the speci c
regulators involved. This is an increasingly
complex area with overlapping priorities and
concerns, potentially leaving much to fall
through the cracks in terms of enforcing larger
scale issues or providing users with clarity on
how to resolve problems. A representative view
of this landscape is shown in Figure1 - it is nonexhaustive but highlights the key interactions
and overlaps of existing regulation:
The most prominent existing regulator in the
area so far has been the ICO. But the wider
issues and intersecting remits place limits on
the e ectiveness of regulation. For example,
the ICO’s AGE APPROPRIATE DESIGN: A CODE OF
PRACTICE FOR ONLINE SERVICES provides a positive
example of design-side regulation. But its
recommendations push enforcement beyond
the limits of ICO. This is a common problem:
regulators such as the ICO are doing important
work and providing recommendations and
best practices on a wide range of
interconnected issues, but the enforcement
remains lacking as it inherently spans di erent
regulators and large scale coordinated action
has not yet been achieved. The current powers
and scope are also largely reactive - often
requiring a data breach to have occurred.
There is more work to do to promote positive
interventions to prevent the harms from
occurring in the rst place, particularly in the
case of children. More broadly the use of these
clear extra considerations for children could be
used to promote better design for all users.
There is a clear need to extend these practices
to support vulnerable adults and those with
accessibility needs, but it should also include
ways to avoid e.g. racial or gender
discrimination in design. More coordination is
needed between regulators to push out better
practices and greater understanding of these
increasingly complex issues to ensure no
communities are being pushed aside by tech
companies or forgotten by policy-makers and
regulators.
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Figure1 : Current regulatory environment for privacy, data and content online.
1. ICO has been main source of regulation of privacy and use of data so far;
2. ICO is separate from but sponsored by DCMS;
3. Calls for regulating tech companies as traditional media companies (Noble&Roberts2017) are
echoed in the new powers for OfCom to regulate online harms - but there are also much broader
issues at stake;
4. OfCom itself was created as a consolidation of existing related regulators, showing a trend towards
regulating more cohesively and at greater scale with greater powers and resources;
5. Many government departments have responsibilities relevant to privacy, data and online content,
including DCMS (national data strategy, creative economy), BEIS (skills, economy), DfE (skills and
access) and the Cabinet O ce (data in government);
6. The Children’s Commissioner has also been particularly active in advocating for regulation and public
awareness of privacy and use of data, echoing speci c additional regulation for children in legislation;
7. Existing non-digital regulation should also apply, though it is seldom exercised in practice - including
anti-social behaviour, hate speech, etc.;
8. Facial recognition, while more about privacy than content at the moment, spans other regulators
such as the Biometrics Commissioner or the CCTV Commissioner - this applies to targeted content
in, for example, public advertising screens like Piccadilly Circus;
9. This is the target area for development - the intersection of privacy and content - it is also the area
that draws in many other areas, regulations and departments.

The ONLINE HARMS WHITE PAPER by DCMS and the
Home O ce pushes further into interdepartmental regulation of online content,
although it remains focused on explicitly
political content and advertising. The
recommendations align with the extension of
OfCom’s remit to cover regulation of (some
forms of) online content. The White Paper built
on research supported by both ICO and
OfCom on INTERNET USERS’ EXPERIENCE OF HARM
ONLINE,
highlighting
the
inter-regulator
approach required. The Online Harms White
Paper acknowledged the asymmetric power
relation between regulators and companies
but ascribes this to knowledge of the relevant
technologies. This misdirection is furthered by
undermining
its
potential
impact
by
emphasising principles that limit the regulator’s
powers, such as the “protecting innovation"
priority that entrenches tech companies’ ability
to develop new systems and uses of data
always ahead of reactive regulation. However,
the White Paper does emphasise the need for
increased responsibilities for companies,
including embedding processes beyond simply
responding to liability or signing up piecemeal
to voluntary codes of practice (such as the ICO
Age Appropriate Design). But it remains to be
seen how the inclusion of this new remit within
OfCom, and the signi cant overlap with ICO,
will play out in practice.
Following the Online Harms White Paper, the
House of Lords SELECT COMMITTEE ON DEMOCRACY
AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND THE
RESURRECTION OF TRUST provided a wide range of
evidence from experts in many related areas,
with
the
main
recommendation
of
implementing the Online Harms Bill quickly and
with appropriate powers. The Committee’s
report gave detailed recommendations on
issues of accountability, including audit,
transparency, digital democracy and education.
Following these recommendations would
cement the powers for OfCom for regulating
platforms for harmful content, but the
de nition of these harms remained incredibly
vague in the report. We propose instead that
the focus on harms is somewhat reactive, and
that e ective regulation of systemic issues
would need a more proactive approach based
on core principles such as justice, rights, equity

and dignity. An issue raised through the course
of the report was that no existing regulator
wanted to cover online content within its remit,
echoed by the ICO’s evidence and RESPONSE TO
THE ONLINE HARMS WHITE PAPER which included a
suggestion of an inter-regulator committee (in
the style of their AI group or existing
collaborations between Ombudsman). This
would allow cases to be brought from multiple
regulators together, which is an essential step
in tackling larger issues of content that span
the speci c remits of di erent O ces.
However,
the
suggestion
(which
was
emphasised in the House of Lords report)
remains largely limited to responding to
speci c complaints. To tackle the pervasive and
systemic issues of platforms, this concept
requires pushing further into a more
comprehensive
coordination
of
wider
regulators (beyond the few involved in a
speci c case) that is able to also target designside regulation and education.
An alternative approach to wider coordination
of regulation that appears across many policy
recommendations is the establishing of a new
regulator. While the powers are in practice
likely to be added to OfCom, this underpinned
the CDEI proposal for a new online harms
regulator
focused
on
accountability,
transparency and user empowerment. A key
mechanism of this regulator would be to use
codes of practice in order to stay future proof,
while the duties explicitly include protection of
privacy and freedom of expression, a remit
covering all online content not just advertising,
and a coherent landscape with formal
coordination. This is a signi cant commitment
to resolving some of the core tensions - mainly
negotiating privacy against freedom of
expression, and inter-regulator cooperation while expanding the scope of what is covered.
However, these measures will amount to little
without adequate powers and resources. This
is particularly the case with codes of practice
which, while allowing adaptability, have yet to
be
appropriately
enforced.
Design-side
regulation is a persistent problem, and
voluntary codes of practice often leave too
much room for interpretation or simply being
ignored, particularly by larger organisations
with opaque internal review processes.

Nevertheless, while language such as
accountability and transparency remain
problematic and limited in their assumptions,
the aims of regulators are approaching the
necessary scope and space in which
coordinated improvements can take place.
Other work from outside government pushes
this idea even further. Doteveryone’s REGULATING
FOR RESPONSIBLE TECH REPORT proposed an O ce
for Responsible Technology. This would have
an even broader remit, sitting above existing
regulators to empower them. The weight such
a regulator could carry would enable an even
more authoritative voice as both a source of
evidence for future policy and research, and as
a means to inform the public about the
interconnected issues that emerge with new
online technologies. It also emphasises
accountability, but uses a broad scope to
better support the public to nd redress by
bringing together and further enabling the
powers of existing regulators.
Similarly, stemming from the KINDER, GENTLER
POLITICS report focused on the impact of online
platforms in the democratic process,
WebRoots Democracy proposed an O ce for
Social Media Regulation. While this appears
more speci c in its guiding issues, the regulator
would focus on monitoring the platforms
themselves, to take a more active role in
promoting robust, clear and anti-discriminatory
practices for the mediation of content online,
with powers up to and including the ability to
suspend platforms. The impact of such a
regulator would be far reaching in terms of
wider online harms and the availability of
meaningful information not only during, for
example, elections but across all social media.
These proposals all start from a speci c
concern - online harm, responsibility, damage
to the political process - but the push for wider
regulators with more far-reaching powers
highlights a common theme: there is a clear
need for more cohesive regulation of online
platforms, data, privacy and the increasingly
broad collection of intersecting rights and
dangers.

Political content, political process
Political processes and events are a key point
of concern with online content, data and
privacy. The Electoral Commission REPORT ON THE
2019 UK GENERAL ELECTION found that changes to
the way campaigns are being run online
present one of the most signi cant challenges
to con dence in the democratic process and
outcome of the election - almost one in ve
were not con dent it was well run, often citing
media campaign issues as the cause - and
raised concerns over transparency of digital
campaigns (less than one third of people
agreed that they could nd out who was
responsible for creating a political advert - the
Commission warned that these misleading
techniques risk undermining trust) as well as
online abuse of politicians (also addressed in
the WebRoots Democracy report Kinder,
Gentler Politics). Recommendations by the
Electoral Commission include increased
responsibility of campaigns and legislation to
support an informed public, as well as
protections and support for candidates
su ering
intimidation
or
harassment.
Responsibility for this last point rests across
parties, government and platforms.
The impact of privacy, targeting and quality of
content online has far-reaching and important
implications for the political process. In 2019,
Sophia Ignatidou produced a report for
Chatham House on AI-DRIVEN PERSONALIZATION IN
DIGITAL MEDIA: POLITICAL AND SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS.
There are big issues involving data, tech
companies
and
society,
including
discrimination, agency, autonomy, identity, and
the dignity of individuals and groups. Also
important to consider is the more general
impact on social cohesion and polarisation,
and how we might promote positive and
constructive discourse. The report highlights
the potential for normative and ethical
approaches, for example following established
journalistic codes of practice. This adds
another justi cation for regulating online
information platforms as media companies.
The report raises the importance of taking into
account how content is recommended (by, e.g.
search engine or social media news feed
algorithms) as well as the speci c case of

targeted adverts. Ignatidou recommends
making personalisation clear across all media,
extending the power of OfCom (as is currently
happening for online harms), and funding more
research into HCI as well as into accountability
between platforms, technologies and systems.
The report emphasises that this is a global
e ort that will need coordination not only
between UK regulators but with international
counterparts. It also adds another voice calling
for increased data literacy for citizens, as well
as ethics training for engineers of the future.

reinforcing connections between privacy and
security which are particularly important in
democratic processes. The report showed the
breadth of the threat and the need to look
across all di erent types of information. It also
emphasised the need to consider not just
untruthful
information
(fake
news
or
disinformation) but also the manipulation of
how truthful content is presented. This can
include how partial information is selectively
ampli ed or di erently framed to promote a
particular political narrative.

Similar issues have been identi ed, and
recommendations proposed, by other related
bodies and reports. A Law Commission PROJECT,
as well as an Electoral Commission REPORT,
called for increased transparency through
clearer labelling of political ads and the
requirement for ‘digital imprints’ including
funding sources. The Privacy International
REPORT ON EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ELECTIONS also
emphasised the need for transparency and the
importance of language in how a given
company
de nes
“social
issue-based"
advertising. The Coalition for Reform in Political
Advertising report ILLEGAL, INDECENT, DISHONEST AND
UNTRUTHFUL highlighted the need for greater
inter-regulator cooperation in this context. By
proposing a “special extension" to the ASA to
cover political advertising, the report includes
recommendations for the involvement of the
Electoral Commission and ICO in some
capacity. It also echoes the electoral
commission in emphasising the need for
political parties to actively engage in improving.

Demos identi ed the use of discrimination,
such as Islamaphobia, to mobilise information
warfare by exacerbating existing biases
through polarisation ad victimisation, leading to
the purposeful breakdown in social cohesion.
These concerns were echoed in WebRoots
Democracy’s KINDER GENTLER POLITICS report, which
emphasised the need for action to prevent
discrimination and the delegitimisation of the
political process, leaning on existing anti-social
behaviour and abuse legislation. The longer
term solutions proposed by Demos combine
regulation and platform architectures. This
highlights a common theme: the need for
urgent meaningful regulation at a necessary
scale, as well as intervening to establish more
socially positive design-side norms with the
platforms themselves.

Involvement by political parties includes
avoiding the push towards personalisation. A
recent REPORT by the ORG highlighted the
excessive information that parties hold over
the electorate, as well as the lack of meaningful
value from personalisation. This reiterates the
ndings of the STER report on advertising
cookies. As a matter if trust and integrity for
political organisations, political process and
digital society more generally, political parties
should urgently take a more active role in
demonstrating better practices.
On a related topic, the Demos report WARRING
SONGS, on information operations, highlights the

Contexts and perspectives
An important, and perhaps more di cult,
recurrent area of concern is improving
representation
and
inclusion,
and
acknowledging
di erent
contexts
and
perspectives in regulation and technical
systems. This is a deep and systemic issue that
requires improvements beyond privacy and
content, but it should be central to any policy
concerning data and platforms.
The Carnegie UK Trust REPORT highlighted the
importance of context. For example, there may
be widespread acceptance of data sharing in
established contexts such as health or retail
loyalty cards, but it is not the case for other
areas such as social media or smart meters.
This is perhaps due to the perception of those

areas as new and therefore invading once
private or personal spaces and activities. It
could also be due to perceived automation and
disempowerment rather than necessarily a
direct result of privacy concerns.
It is possible to build platforms and data
systems di erently. They can be more inclusive
of di erent communities by, for example,
involving di erent voices in the design process
COSTANZA-CHOCK2020.

This goes beyond consulting
user groups in a market research or testing
capacity. It involves changing representation in
regulators and senior positions of platforms in
order to improve agency for marginalised
groups. In this regard, the Ada Lovelace project
Rethinking Data proposes a method of
changing narratives, changing practices and
changing regulations together.
To support this, regulation should set up clear
contextual boundaries to empower existing
communities and the new, potentially uid,
communities that emerge online. Rights, dignity
and justice are the guiding principles across
the literature in this area. But more systemic

change must include a switch from corporate
to public interests in the discourses that
surround and inform technology and its
regulation.
Information platforms are a public service,
having largely displaced (and thereby
privatised) the role of, for example, public

libraries NOBLE2018. The public service rhetoric
appears across government and industry to
justify systems (often subsumed within what
are in practice largely economic “potential
bene ts"). But this is seldom carried through in
practice at the level of the treatment of users,
interface design, structures and architectures
or decision-making interests. If technology and
data are to bene t society (other than making a
few people more wealthy) then it needs to be
regulated as such. Social, public and
community contexts need to be foregrounded
as guiding principles that are followed through
with speci c interventions and enforcement.
Engaging earlier and more deeply with social
research into technology will be essential for
any overarching regulator.

SURV E Y

SURVEY

RESULTS

To support the analytical work of the project,
we conducted surveys of public opinion
relating to privacy, data and online content.
Widespread support for regulation would
empower policy-makers to make more radical
changes, while increased public interest and
engagement in these issues would help
regulators more e ectively promote new
practices and greater awareness.
The surveys were conducted online by YouGov
Plc. Survey 1 was undertaken between 22nd
and 23rd January 2020, with a total sample size
of 2,014 adults. Survey 2 was undertaken
between 17th and 18th Februrary 2020, with a
total sample size of 2,026 adults. The gures
have been weighted and are representative of
all GB adults (aged 18+).
The purpose of the surveys was in part to
gauge public support for regulation of
information online, but also to assess
perceptions of privacy, online content,
platforms and how they are regulated, as well
as gauging the importance of underlying
principles such as trust.

Survey 1 focused on concern for privacy and
content online. This included trust in platforms
across core issues, the general state of
regulation in the UK, whether platforms and
regulation do enough to tackle problems, and
how di erent types of data are used to de ne
what content we see online. It also gauged
overall support for increased regulation and
controls over, for example, political advertising
compared to general content online.
Survey 2 examined issues of identity and
agency online. This included how people
perceive the in uence of information online,
how represented people feel in current
regulation, how decisions are made about
regulation and technology, and how much
control they have over information. The survey
also asked about broader perceptions of
technology and society as well as support for
speci c regulatory measures.
Full results can be found in the APPENDIX.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
People are more concerned with privacy than
with content, and less trusting of platforms
with their information than with the content
they receive. This could suggest that the
already increasing privacy regulations could
usefully be leveraged to support more
equitable and representative content. People
are also more concerned with how their
information is used than with sharing it in the
rst place, which suggests an underlying
support for a performative and contextual view
of privacy, and a greater role for establishing

better systems of data use and platform
responsibility.
Across most issues, female respondents were
more concerned and less trusting of platforms,
and had stronger calls for increased checking
of content and regulation of platforms.
Similarly, older respondents were less trusting
about platforms, although post-millenials
(those under 25) were generally less positive
than millennials, suggesting a trend towards
more critical perspectives for those who have

had to deal with life on social media at a
younger age. This trend was echoed in how
represented di erent age groups felt within the
tech industry: generally less feeling of
representation as respondents got older,
except for the under 25 group who felt less
represented than their millennial counterparts.

Platforms, trust and in uence
Over half of people thought that Google and
Facebook are doing too little to protect
people’s data or combat misinformation.
Facebook consistently received the least trust,
possibly due to the visibility of the Cambridge
Analytica scandal and other privacy and
political advertising in the press.

Content and responsibility
People are massively in favour of platforms
having tighter controls over political adverts
and fact-checking political content, but they are
also almost equally in favour of platforms
regulating and checking any content (though
less strongly). Interestingly, this is more
pronounced (more overall support and/or
stronger support) in social class C2DE
compared to ABC1. This was echoed to some
extent in respondents from social class C2DE
feeling less represented in the tech industry,
despite being more supportive of tech
companies’ in uence over content and
regulation. Intersectional issues of exclusion
should be taken into account, and greater
representation promoted in industry.

There is a lack of agency for users and citizens
when it comes to online platforms. This is
particularly strong when it comes to regulation,
although fairly even across how it is regulated
and who makes decisions about how it is
regulated. The same balance exists between
how personal data is used and who decides
how it is used. However, when it comes to what
content we see online, people feel relatively in
control of what they see but much less in
control of who in uences what they see. This is
purely based on public perceptions, but it
focuses public interest on a need for regulation
of how and why speci c online content is
provided.

People placed responsibility for checking the
integrity of information online largely on
platforms as well as content creators. In the
workshop there was some surprise that
government responsibility was so low as they
receive a lot of pressure to tackle the issue. But
the problem of potential censorship was
raised, and the results also showed generally
high support for regulation. This could be due
to the perception that it should be platforms’
responsibility, but in the absence of
appropriate action on their part the
government needs to step in with regulation.

There is also a massive disparity between
perceived current in uence over regulation
(tech companies at 78%, users at 33%) and
desired in uence over regulation (tech
companies at 57%, users at 75%) but this is
interestingly not a complete swap. People still
think that tech companies should have
signi cant in uence over regulation, and are
only just edged out by UK politicians for
desired in uence (61% to 57%). However, this
still highlights an awareness of massive
disparities in current in uence over regulation,
and the desire for a much more strongly userand community-focused approach.

Support for speci c regulatory action tends
towards clear punitive measures such as nes
(68% for privacy, 65% for misinformation) but
also more extreme measures such as banning
platforms (53%) as well as a desire for better
complaints procedures (56%). Around half of
respondents supported giving users various
forms of increased control over their privacy,
personalisation and content, and there was
also support for regulating platforms in the
same way as media companies (51%).

Regulatory measures

There was some surprise at the workshop at
the lack of support for speci c user-focused
regulation, given the general support for user
control. This could highlight the need for

design-side regulation that targets default
settings. We suggest that support for increased
user agency as a general principle but less so
for speci c measures shows the need for more
design-side regulation of default settings and a
shift in the assumptions that platforms make
about data collection. This would echo, for
example, NCSC’s push for SECURE BY DEFAULT with
“privacy by default".
Measures receiving less support included
those that centralised control over data or
content, suggesting a lack of trust in any single
place and the need for integrated responses.
This calls into question potential support for
“data intermediaries", “data trusts" or similar
concepts, at least without increasing public
awareness and ensuring concrete protections
for collective user agency.
Other measures with less support were active
interventions
in
content,
making
personalisation “opt in" and breaking up big
tech companies. This could represent a general
acceptance of big tech structures, but given the
overwhelming
support
for
generalised
increases in regulation across all areas of
privacy and content, it more likely highlights the
potential gaps in knowledge about how
algorithmic recommendations work and how
they feed into legislation and business models.
A theme at the workshop was the issue of how
to read through public opinion data to uncover
where understanding was obscured by opaque
systems. Public understanding continues to be
an important part of any regulator’s remit.

Perception
The issue of perception was also raised in
terms of the visibility of corporate ethics
committees and advisory boards that, while
seldom exercising meaningful powers, may give
the impression of at least a faster response by
platforms than government has been able to
provide. A positive example was cited in the
DCMS gesture of having an empty nametag for
Mark Zuckerberg when Facebook refused to
appear for questioning, demonstrating the
importance
of
government
challenging
platforms in public view.

There were large disparities in how people
perceived the e ects of online content on
identity. People felt that their own identity was
not in uenced by what they see online (only
15% felt it was), but that other people’s
identities were (59% thought it was). Similarly,
people thought they themselves could identify
false (74%) or biased (86%) information online
but that others were less likely to be able to
(23% and 26%). The impression that users
could safely identify biased content even more
so than false content echoes the lower level of
concern for biased content.
This is particularly worrying given the work of,
for example, Demos, in identifying the harmful
e ects of semi-truthful information that may
bypass our assessment of believable content.
The disparities in perception were more
pronounced in older users, who also perceived
identity as less uid and less active. While a
performative framework of privacy and content
is a useful analytical tool for all contexts, it is
embodied particularly strongly in younger
users who are more inclined to embrace such
an understanding of the networked self and
collective acts on social media.

Potential for online media
Respondents acknowledged the potentially
harmful e ects of online content to individuals,
as well as how these harms might a ect
di erent groups in di erent ways. And yet
people were largely still positive about the
potential for the Internet. While only 34%
believe the Internet encourages democracy, a
plurality of 49% think it encourages diversity,
and 72% believe it encourages participation.
Unsurprisingly, only 25% of respondents felt
the Internet currently reduces inequality
(though we may question why even that many
do), but 50% said that it could be used to
reduce inequality. This further supports the
strong overall support for regulation to bring
out the societal potential for online media.
Overall, while people tended to see privacy and
content, and action and decision-making, as
separate issues, there was support (67%) for
regulating online privacy and content by the

same set of laws and oversight bodies. This
perhaps highlights a need for greater
understanding of the opaque back-end of how
platforms operate in connected ways. But it
shows a general awareness of and clear

support for the need to tackle online problems
more cohesively.

RELATED EVIDENCE
Previous surveys on related topics by other
projects and organisations support these
ndings. For example, the PEOPLE, POWER, TECH
2020 survey by Doteveryone found that only
40% of people were concerned about facial
recognition technology, whereas 73% were
concerned about disinformation and 84%
concerned
about
children
accessing
inappropriate content. This supports our
ndings that di erential concerns across
related topics could guide the language of
regulation. The survey also found that over half
(58%) of the public feel the tech sector is
regulated too little. Interestingly, 81% of people
said the Internet has made life a lot or a little
better for ‘people like me’, but only 58% said it
has had a very positive or fairly positive impact
on society overall. This highlights the ndings
from our study of a large disparity in
perception of bene ts and harms between
individuals, other people and society as a
whole. Bridging these divides should be an
important part of any collective response to
the challenges of life online and performing a
more positive digital society together.
The recent POLIS AND THE POLITICAL PROCESS report
by Demos and ORG found that 61% of the UK
public thought pro ling based on online data
should be illegal, and 88% felt that the same
rules for political advertising should apply
online as o ine. Interestingly, 90% of
respondents thought information from political
campaigns should be veri ed, but 52% thought
authorities shouldn't control what politicians
say, which highlights the importance of how
the issue is phrased, and the competing and
interwoven
rhetorics
of
integrity
and
censorship. The report found a general lack of
worry around political campaigns - not on
principle but under the assumption that
people can and do make up their own minds.
This coincides with the ndings of this report

that people hold a much high opinion of their
own ability to determine the validity of
information.
A STUDY by The Guardian and Reveal Reality,
tracking a small sample of smartphone users’
browsing activities ahead of the 2019 UK
general
election,
highlighted
the
interconnectedness
of
news
and
entertainment practices on social media in how
people nd, read and share political content
and news about politicians. This adds another
level of support to treating online platforms as
media companies at the intersection of news
and entertainment. The study also highlighted
casual trolling behaviour between friends to
create drama on social media - despite reading
balanced news sources - suggesting more
attention and action is needed around the
contextual boundaries between humour and
harm.
A SURVEY by the Coalition for Reform in Political
Advertising found that an overwhelming
majority (87%) of the UK public want platforms
to have a legal requirement to control claims in
online targeted ads. This emphasises the need
for political discourse as a particularly relevant
use case for increased regulation, and a
potential area for development of better
practices that could be rolled out more widely.
In a health setting, a REPORT by Understanding
Patient Data showed that 74% of people
thought the public should be involved in NHS
decisions about how patient data is used.
However, 63% of respondents were unaware
that third parties gained access to NHS data.
The strong support (82%) for greater
transparency is clearly an important step in
broadening public understanding of the ways
data is collected, shared and used.

The Me and My Big Data PROJECT found that only
54% of people believe it is acceptable for
companies to use personal data to personalise
their experience of apps and websites. The
researchers highlighted how, given the
prevailing business models based on this
assumption, the nding potentially shows a
lack of understanding about how these issues
are connected and deeply embedded in our
online lives. The project also found that there
was increasing distrust of traditional media
(82% don’t trust o ine media) but high UK
trust for government. This supports regulation
as a key tool for change, as well as showing the
need for a clear and cohesive voice from which
positive policies and practices can be
established. Of particular interest are the Social
and Media users and the Limited users groups
the project identi es. Echoing the perceptions
found in this project, the intersection of very
young or old users with lower social class and
education presents a signi cant area of
concern
for
awareness,
skills
and
representation.
Clean Up the Internet released a report on
anonymity and social media harms which
found that 83% of the British public thinks
anonymity makes people ruder online. While
anonymity in practice is more complicated, the
poll highlights a potential limit of public opinion
to guide understanding and instead act as a
measure of perception and which areas need
greater awareness and increased literacy. But
the report also shows the opinions of support
for remedial action. For example, a large
majority (80%) were found to support large
nes for social media companies, while a
plurality short of half (43%) supported shutting
down such companies for failing to tackle
online abuse. Similarly, around half (52%) of the
public believe the bosses of social media
companies who do not take enough action to
combat abuse should face criminal charges,
highlighting
a
general
support
for
accountability of platforms. This was compared
to only 17% who opposed the proposal, and
support was found to be higher among
Conservative voters. The survey found that
older respondents support criminal charges
more than their younger counterparts whilst
women are more supportive of these

measures than men. However, as a practical
measure this is limited. Issues raised in the
workshop included the fact that some types of
sites have no clear boss or even address, while
many exist outside of UK jurisdiction. There is
also the issue for big tech companies of where
in a complex corporate structure the blame
should lie (including parent companies or
national o ces), and what loopholes, excuses
or scapegoats might be used to defer
responsibility.
In the speci c case of children receiving
harmful content online, the 2020 REPORT of the
EU Kids Online project, involving researchers at
LSE, found that six di erent types of harmful
content were experienced by an average of
10% of children (age 12-16) at least once a
month. The study found that 79% of EU
children (age 9-16) know how to change their
privacy settings. But the privacy paradox is still
there in terms of behaviours following
incidents, and only 59% know how to check
information they see online. This suggests that
using privacy concerns to support better online
content could also extend to skills and design a potential role for UK regulators to push
industry to include better informational
controls alongside privacy controls in more
empowering interfaces. This echoes and
furthers the ICO report on age appropriate
design.
Similar results can be found across the world.
For example, a Consumer Champion SURVEY
found that Americans would not be willing to
sell their data for pro t. 63% (with a relatively
even gender split) would never sell their
browsing history for pro t, while of the 3.5%
who would, two thirds were male. This and
many other related surveys in the US back up
the ndings in this report that women tend to
show more concern and less trust of
technology companies and sharing information
online, largely due to widely acknowledged
higher rates of abuse towards women online.
This echoes WebRoots Democracy’s work into
online abuse on the basis of gender (including
women and trans people), race, religion,
disability and other forms of discrimination in
the political process.

Another SURVEY from the US, for Columbia
Journalism Review, examined views on
disinformation. The study found highly
polarised and partisan mistrust of di erent
media and news sources, as well as a widely
acknowledged impact of social media and
disinformation on election outcomes.
More widely, Amnesty International conducted
SURVEYS on personal data and regulation of big
tech across nine countries (Brazil, Denmark,
Egypt, France, Germany, India, Norway, South
Africa and the USA). Across these countries,
71% of people worry about how tech
companies collect and use their personal data
and 77% worry about tech companies pro ling
users. Brazil, India, USA and SA show the
highest level of worry for collection and use of
data, and overall privacy is the main cause for
concern, closely followed by a loss of control.
The main causes of worry for pro ling are
privacy, in uencing political opinions and
controlling what people see online (all over
50%). 73% of people in those countries want
their governments to do more to regulate tech

companies, with most support coming from
Brazil, SA and France.
A EUROPEAN COMMISSION REVIEW of two years of
GDPR has shown problematic disparities in
how regulation is enforced, as well as an
excessive burden falling on SMEs rather than
large platforms. The ndings suggest more
attention to enforcement and empowerment
of regulators is required, as is a more
comprehensive set of design-side advice for
smaller companies. This was echoed in the
workshop, where it was shared that SMEs show
a willingness to engage in better practices and
often proactively seek advice from government
but require more support.
There is increasing evidence that not only is
regulation necessary but also holds a high level
of support from the public. And these
problems are global. There is an opportunity
for the UK to lead the way in terms of e ective
regulation and coordination with overseas
counterparts.

K E Y

ISSUE S

KEY

ISSUES

Any policy recommendation has limitations, as
does public opinion in de ning policy.
Sometimes this is due to narrow focus, other
times due to balancing competing priorities.
Sometimes it is a practical decision to make
incremental improvements, but sometimes it is
simply due to the scale of the issues at hand.
These are structural and ingrained, and often
predate the Internet. But tackling these
problems is an essential part of reducing
online harms and ensuring a more equitable,
empowering and just digital society.

Underlying inequalities
Online platforms tend to perform, perpetuate
and escalate existing inequalities. This is seen
across the collection of data about, and the
targeting of content to, individuals and groups.
It is usually those already marginalised who
su er the most.
This report has already highlighted the
important academic work being undertaken on
issues

of

DIGNAZIO&KLEIN2020

race
and

NOBLE2018,

BENJAMIN2019,

speci c

gender

intersectional

concerns
but the problems are
widespread across disability, age, education,
social class, region and other divisions of
marginalisation. The digital divides are many,
with decisions a ecting access and education
often resulting in the “digital redlining" of
marginalised groups GILLIARD&CULIK2016.

The ICO adtech report found that existing or
in-development industry initiatives presented
no compelling evidence that they would
adequately resolve these underlying issues.
This adds further weight to the need for much
more extensive external regulation on the
design side. Similarly, a NATO STRATCOM

Centre of Excellence REPORT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
COMPANIES found the platforms severely wanting
when it came to tackling inauthentic behaviour
online (such as manipulation-as-a-service
providers), with Facebook appearing the worst.
If regulation is to move beyond voluntary selfgoverning ethics towards data justice and
human rights, then these problems need
addressing urgently and deeply. 71% of our
survey respondents thought that regulation
should be based on principles such as equality,
rights and justice, carrying the same weight as
demonstrable problems that have already
occurred. The unchecked development of
online platforms has led to massive rights
issues, identi ed throughout the academic
research already cited but also in Amnesty
International’s SURVEILLANCE GIANTS report. Policymakers need to take these issues seriously,
and be prepared to take radical measures, to
undo the entrenching of discrimination that
currently plagues life online for many people.

The need for design-side regulation
Design is an active process. It is never neutral.
Equitable and just design needs to involve
a ected communities to ensure representation
in how socially and politically important

systems are constructed COSTANZA-CHOCK2020.
Design and regulation should centre those
most a ected by any technology or policy. A
limitation of using existing privacy regulation is
that it can often be individualising, which is why
a
performative
framework
emphasises
representation, inclusion and collective action.
Life online is relational - it is something that
happens in the things we do together - and
should be regulated as such to empower all
users.

Proposed regulators often have a strong focus
on the public nding redress. This is important,
but often too late when it comes to the
systemic harms to individuals and groups. It
also fails to take into account any unknown
harms, particularly with the impact of, for
example, search engine bias or monopolisation
of di erent data types. And yet public support
is strongest for punitive measures. This could
be due to a commitment to lack of interference
with private companies and what can often be
portrayed as prioritising innovation. But it
could also be because complaints, nes and
bans are the easiest to regulate and most
commonly seen in the public eye.
Design-side regulation can be much more
di cult, and much more opaque, particularly in
the translation of (often textual and wordy)
policy recommendations to practical technical
and visual design. There is a need to strike a
balance between enforceable regulations and
voluntary design best practices. Neither on its
own will su ce. Regulators must work with
industry to develop better practices. But this
should not just be limited to prominent gures
or senior managers who already hold
signi cant power and tend to embody business
interests above all else. The international
community of tech workers has been a source
of change from within large platforms.
Regulators should seek ways to better
empower those designing and building
systems “on the ground” in terms of
whistleblowing but also establishing more
positive norms for developing more equitable
technology.
There is a role for regulators in interrogating
the language used by platforms, as well as the
funding streams and lobbying by platforms to
manipulate areas of regulation. For example,
the ip of how cookies are considered from
private (the space of the personal device on
which they are stored) to public (and therefore
exploitable for extracting data and targeting
content) created the basis for targeted
advertising CARMI2020. Similarly, IP laws have
been repeatedly used to keep the backend of
platforms and algorithms opaque not only to
users but to regulators.

Technologies change quickly and platforms are
often in control of the language used to
describe them, thereby shaping public
perceptions and the terms of debate. A greater
role for regulators on the design side is
necessary. For example, consent is an
important concept for privacy, and yet often
does not translate in practice to a meaningful
choice. Current consent mechanisms have
been criticised for their “cosmetic treatment" of
manipulation CARMI2018 leading to a normative
emptiness in failing to improve rights and

behaviours BIETTI2020. If the Internet is to be an
equitable tool for participation in digital society,
if platforms are to take on the role of a public
service in providing legitimate information,
then meaningful choice should always include
the right to refusal - we should always have the
option to say no without being excluded
CIFOR&GARCIA2019.

A radical proposal by Sa ya Noble is the need
for an FDA style approval mechanism for

algorithms that can cause real harm NOBLE2020,
and when considering the potential for harm
this could be very far reaching. This can be
extended to bad practices in interface design the “DARK PATTERNS" that not only manipulate
users but shift the platform-user relationship
from embodying user values to assigning value
to users. There is also the need to nd new
ways to capture the di erent contexts of how
and why information is collected or
recommended, taking into account that these
may change over time.

Consolidating regulation
There is clear need, across existing policy
research and in the public view, for more
cohesive regulation of data ows online
including privacy and content. But this comes
with certain issues. It is di cult to bring
together disparate regulations and regulators
within
ever
expanding
government
bureaucracies. It is particularly di cult to
create a new regulator - especially one with the
required broad scope and weight of
enforcement powers. There are two current
main routes to creating a more cohesive
regulatory environment:

Combine existing laws/regulators : this has
been the trend so far, particularly with OfCom
both in its inception and with the new online
harms powers. However, regulators often
prefer clear existing remits, such as the ASA
staying within its clear focus and limits, and
thereby avoiding taking on political advertising
in a substantial way. Regulators must manage
their own explicit mission with the broader
principles they are seeking to uphold and the
wider issues and interactions with related
areas, all while avoiding the perception of
seeking to expand their power beyond what
policy-makers have approved. Combining
regulators risks expanding scope without
expanding resources, as has been the fear for
the merger of the Biometrics and Surveillance
Camera Commissioners. This also highlights
the importance of preserving di erent areas of
expertise. For example, in regulating privacy
and content it is essential to bring together
both the media platform experience of OfCom
and the data protection expertise from ICO.
Shifting some or all of one regulator’s remit
onto another risks creating unnecessary
hierarchies between bodies that are currently
taking steps to work more closely together.
There is no clear way to simply add privacy and
content powers to a single existing regulator.
Create a new overarching regulator for the
Internet : this builds on many existing policy
recommendations, acknowledging the need for
a wider remit across data, privacy and content.
Tackling these intersecting issues that span
regulators and the division between them (or
potential
con icts)
requires
careful
management. A new umbrella regulator could
resolve some of these issues, o er increased
coordination and mediation, and ll in some of
the gaps between existing regulators. However,
creating new regulators often meets resistance
from inside government, and we wish to avoid
bloating the already complex landscape.
Establishing another new regulator with clear
powers and scope also leaves the risk of new
problems emerging that still fall outside its
remit. More exibility is required.
Given the potential di culties in drawing
responsibilities
away
from
established
regulators - particularly considering the

potential bene ts of leveraging longstanding
‘physical world’ regulations to tackle digital
issues - our recommendations propose a third
approach that brings together existing
regulators in a more formal way while
maintaining the separate expertise and focus
areas. This builds on the ICO proposal for
legislation
around
further
regulator
cooperation, but pushes the concept beyond
tackling
individual
inter-regulator
cases
towards a more comprehensive platform for
tackling systemic issues with platforms online.
Consolidating
regulation
provides
an
opportunity to better empower regulators who
are currently often under-resourced. For
example, the Irish DPA has seen a large rise in
sta numbers, and yet still only manages to
process around 6% of cases. The EUROPEAN
COMMISSION REVIEW of the GDPR explicitly includes
an action for member states to provide
su cient funding for data regulators. But
empowerment is more than nancial support.
The Irish DPA showed that it had su cient
weight and support (from government and the
public) to block a new Facebook dating app
launch due to non-compliance with data
regulations. Our survey shows that the UK
public supports more extreme measures such
as these, but we have yet to see regulators use
such support to gain suitable empowerment to
e ect larger scale systemic or preventative
change. This includes future-proo ng and
adapting regulation as well as anticipating new
socio-technical developments, which can be
addressed by, for example, “sandboxing"
extensions of current strategy MCDOUGALL2020.
Bringing together a wider scope of regulators as well as perspectives from industry, academia
and communities - is essential in this process.

Public awareness
A consistently identi ed issue is the need to
increase public awareness. Its appearance in
almost all academic literature and policy
recommendations suggests this is not only an
important but also a di cult task, made even
more so when converting awareness and
attitudes into positive behaviours. This is the
challenge of a performative framework of

privacy - improving individual actions together
in order to establish more positive collective
norms.
But this burden should not be placed solely on
users. Critical skills are an essential part of
digital
society
and
supporting
their
development and enactment should be built
into regulation, particularly in line with the
ndings of, for example, the Me and My Big
Data and EU Kids Online projects. Improving
literacies and understanding also includes
ensuring that users are advocated for in
debates, and that complaints are handled
promptly and equitably, so that exercising
rights is seen as empowering and e ective.
The issue goes even deeper. There are too
many shadowy processes, and lack of clarity
surrounding
complex
regulation
and
complaints procedures. The ICO adtech report
shows how few people outside the industry
know that real-time bidding exists or how it
works, and the ndings of this project’s survey
suggests that the important back-end
mechanisms are kept opaque from users, part
of the corporate design of platforms. Even
where users are aware of and concerned
about the issues (particularly surrounding
privacy), there remains a lack of clear
information and built-in accessible tools- and
therefore lack of empowerment - for practical
methods.
A discussion that came up in the project
workshop focused on the perception of
content recommendation algorithms as less
biased - on the industry-led marketing that the
decisions are based in data and therefore lay
claim to objectivity. People rarely actually know
what goes on behind the scenes, and may not
be able to nd out what lies beneath the
closely guarded secrets of proprietary
algorithms. Public awareness must include
broader sociotechnical knowledge of, for
example, the business models, and the ows of
data and money, that promote content
recommendations. There is also the issue that
often people may not be aware of - or, worse,
may not be able to take - other choices.

As the number of roles that interact with
privacy, data, online content, algorithms,
advertising or related issues on a regular basis
continues to increase, it will become ever more
important that these skills are developed
throughout society. Reports such as the HOUSE
OF LORDS SELECT COMMITTEE often contain detailed
proposals for including digital literacy in a
range of existing topics (such as computing or
relationship education) but more is needed to
embed sociotechnical issues within the
computing curriculum and education should
not stop after school. Existing approaches to
adult education also tend to focus on making
things clearer to users, further shifting the
burden
of
responsibility
away
from
government and platforms. A suggestion that
came out of the workshop was a computing
version of what medical, legal and accounting
practice have well established: a charter or
enforceable code of conduct accompanied by a
register from which bad practitioners could be
struck o . This would undoubtedly receive
signi cant backlash from the industry, but
more radical measures such as this highlight
the need to target understanding back from
use to design and education in how platforms
are built and operated with society at the
heart.
There are also problems with perception in
multiple directions. Power asymmetries extend
to the opacity of systems and business models
to the public, often de ned by corporate PR
rather than revealing sociotechnical realities.
SImilarly, within government there is a politics
of openness around who decides what is
collected or shared (and why), and what is
made transparent in government or public

data BIRCHALL2018. In the workshop, an issue was
raised around a habit in government to
assume a certain level of skill or access, which
could obscure digital divides that lead to
exclusion and marginalisation. Resolving these
issues is a continual and non-"solvable"
process. The implications of these issues
rapidly
escalate
and
intersect.
Wider
understanding of the connectedness of
privacy, data, content, platforms and politics
are required at all levels. Online platforms need
to be built with user understanding in mind to
enable empowerment-by-default.

RE COM M E ND ATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS
Built on the ndings of this project, we propose
the following recommendations for more
cohesive and e ective regulation of privacy,
data
and
content
online.
These
recommendations
include
changes
to
regulation today, changes to the narratives
around these issues, and a roadmap or
framework for changes over time.

1 Regulate privacy, data and online
content together
This report has shown the need for a move
towards consolidating the regulation of privacy
and online content (including algorithmic
curation,
misinformation,
platform
responsibility
and
tackling
hate
speech/radicalisation).
We recommend an inter-regulator O ce for
Digital Society to act as the face of the
government’s response to these problems,
manage cases with overlap or con ict between
regulators, and provide a clear voice for
guiding policy and industry guidelines.
The O ce would draw on a team from across
existing regulators - for example, one senior
and one junior member seconded from each
participating regulator - to ensure an
appropriate breadth of expertise and promote
skills
building
through
inter-regulator
knowledge exchange.
This cements the collaborative work already
being done by providing broader coordination
and making space for future development. It
builds on the ICO proposal for increased
cooperation but moves further into a more
permanent and inclusive committee of
regulators such as ICO, OfCom, CMA, ASA,

EHRC,
Electoral
Commission,
Children’s
Commissioner and others as appropriate.
The O ce could be set up informally in the rst
instance to gather evidence on e ectiveness
and provide detailed policy recommendations
for formalisation.
The permanent O ce would not necessarily
require regulatory powers of its own. Instead, it
would act as a formal “collective mouthpiece"
for bringing together the powers of existing
regulators to tackle larger, more systemic and
cross-regulator cases.
The O ce for Digital Society would act as a
“one-stop shop" for people and businesses
seeking to nd out information or make a
complaint, directing people to the relevant
more speci c bodies as appropriate.
With more formal powers, the O ce could act
as a combined regulator with the power to
arbitrate between other bodies, adding to
mechanisms of robust oversight for individual
regulators and nding a space for voices of
unity in policies that balance competing rights
or interests.
The O ce would also coordinate broader
socio-technical research funding by UKRI as
well as working with other foundations and
funders.
The O ce would interface with international
regulatory counterparts and industry bodies
for cross-jurisdictional rights and platforms.
This is particularly important to ensure the
existing steps of the GDPR and European
cooperation
are
not
lost
in
future
developments of the DPA.

The O ce for Digital Society would act as a
point of coordination and cohesion in resolving
current issues and guiding future regulation.

3 Provide a platform for
representation

2 Build regulation on principles linked
to rights

A key aim for an overarching regulator should
be for more inclusive, representative and
equitable regulation and policy-making.

Any overarching regulation and regulator must
be based on codi ed principles that empower
rights, justice, equity, diversity and dignity online and o ine. These principles are the
foundation of research into the societal e ects
of platforms, and have strong public support as
a basis for regulation.
Placing principles rst requires deciding what
society wants from digital technologies. The
O ce for Digital Society should establish
inclusive methods of debate around future
policy (see point 3 on representation).
Building on existing “o ine" rights and
legislation, the O ce membership should
include representatives from, for example, the
Equality and Human Rights Commission or the
Medical Research Council. These could be
permanent,
associate
or
temporary
assignments depending on the speci c focus of
a given activity or meeting.
An inclusive approach to rights potentially
a ected by online media acknowledges the
speci c and varied aspects and the di erent
expertise and priorities of di erent regulators.
The O ce for Digital Society, bringing together
di erent regulators, would provide a platform
for overcoming the con icts between rights,
such as the online harms vs censorship debate,
in a way that more directly and restoratively
tackles issues such as discrimination.
Robust principles can lead to robust processes
of cooperation and oversight to manage
con icting principles and prioritise the public
good. The O ce for Digital Society should set
out these principles and how they link to
practical measures, which in turn would
establish the terms of reference for
independent review.

The wider remit of the O ce for Digital Society
should be addressing the power asymmetries
of platforms and systems.
The activities of the O ce should involve
diverse communities and advocates in
decision-making, this includes engaging with
researchers working on speci c relevant
inequalities as well as advocacy groups,
community leaders and members of the public.
The O ce should include guest members from
di erent communities as well as academia, and
should consider the use of, for example,
citizens’ assemblies. This would help ensure
marginalised voices are heard before policies
are made, as well as afterwards to uncover
issues and inconsistencies in enforcement.
A particular mission of the O ce should be
regulating and educating to empower political
and social participation and inclusion.
This method could include, for example, use of
cross-Whitehall groups (x-WH), particularly
when developing new policies to tackle speci c
issues with online platforms, by bringing in
expertise from across the civil service. This
should include not only di erent regulators
and departments but devolved Parliaments
and Assemblies to ensure representation from
across the UK.

4 Give regulators meaningful powers
and the resources to exercise them
It is essential that regulators are e ectively
empowered to enforce legislation and rights,
including appropriate powers and adequate
resources.

Enforcement measures should be su cient to
promote behavioural change (e.g. signi cant
increase in ne size, the ability to ban social
media platforms or privacy-invasive products,
and links to broader skills and practices).
Appropriate powers may include the ability to
break up big tech monopolies where the size of
such companies renders them essentially
unable to be e ectively regulated.
The O ce for Digital Society should provide
analysis of existing powers of constituent
regulators, and provide recommendations for
further empowerment to more e ectively
perform their duties.
Innovation is not an excuse - regulators should
be able to interrogate the use of language such
as “innovation" for future policies that might
allow loopholes of oversight for new and
emerging technologies.
The O ce should include independent
external oversight with real powers, building on
inclusive representation (see point 3) by
involving experts, advocates and members of
a ected communities.
Part of supporting regulators is robust and
clear funding. The O ce should receive
additional direct funding to support the work of
its constituent regulators and wider research.
Possible
sources
of
funding
include
sponsorship by the Departments whose remit
the O ce covers (particularly DCMS, BEIS,
Cabinet O ce), funds raised by ICO and OfCom
nes (although this would have to be balanced
with perception of
nes for income
undermining independence), and direct taxes
for platforms, tech companies and political
advertising.
Platform tax is a preferred method as it
highlights the importance of the issue and
establishes a rmer grounding of public good
for regulation and research. This reprioritises
the emphasis of direct corporate funding of,
for example, research by channelling funds
through the public O ce.

Issues of funding also include the remit of
digital procurement across government and
other public services such as health or law
enforcement. Given the power of platforms,
access to data provided by government
contracts, and the rise of algorithmic
governance,
proactive
interventions
in
contracts and the ability to block discriminatory
technologies in public services would improve
equity and integrity in government systems.

5 Strengthen design-side regulation
To take a more proactive approach, the O ce
for Digital Society should move collective
narratives from protecting towards performing
privacy, data and content.
The O ce should promote interdisciplinarity in
platform design, and provide advice and best
practices to companies - particularly SMEs - as
well as constructively in the regulation of big
tech for societal bene t.
The O ce should promote and enforce the
most stringent practices as a minimum rather
than as an optional extra. For example, age
appropriate and accessible design should be
applied throughout, and expanded to cover
anti-discriminatory
design
practices
for
interfaces, databases and platforms.
Design-side regulation should take a more
inclusive and proactive approach to, for
example, audits. This should include not only
access to training data but also to platforms’
audit data as this is another area that
entrenches and obscures bias. The full
decision-making and technical system should
be taken into account.
The O ce should provide speci c advice to
government departments and their own digital
teams, to establish better practices within
public procurement and raise expectations of
public bodies as examples of upholding justice
and prioritising the public good.
The O ce should also maintain a responsive
and active approach to evolving technical and

social systems. This is essential for public
scrutiny and to ensure decisions about the
future of digital society are made in
conjunction with the UK government and
public.

6 Promote public understanding
An important activity for the O ce for Digital
Society is to promote public understanding of
issues, of skills, of rights and of methods of
collective action. This includes greater critical
awareness of how di erent systems are
connected.
The aim should be for all people to be
empowered as active participants in life online,
for mutual bene t, also supporting point 3 on
representation.
The O ce will support a comprehensive
programme of critical skills across all ages,
communities and types of user groups by
engaging with researchers and those groups to
assess needs.
This programme Includes interventions in
education, communities, industry, research and
government.
The O ce should work with DfE and
researchers to include practical understanding
of social, economic and political factors within,
for example, the secondary computing
curriculum.
With its wider remit and scope, the O ce
would expand existing work for, e.g., children
as part of the more comprehensive
programme, including lling in the gaps for

those who may have so far been excluded
from such knowledge and skills.

7 Plan for future development
The speed of new technologies requires
regulators to leave room for regular and rapid
updating of speci c regulations and strategies
in conjunction with independent review to
respond to new platforms and societal
impacts.
The formation of the O ce for Digital Society
from across existing regulators acknowledges
the scale of problems while retaining
contextual speci city, and seeks to overcome
the limited e ectiveness of blanket rules to
date.
The O ce would work closely with the new
Regulatory Horizons Council to identify areas
for future reform, including sandboxing
possible regulations in conjunction with
relevant research, industry and community
groups.
The remit for the O ce would almost certainly
need to expand over time to more explicitly
cover data, algorithms, machine learning,
arti cial intelligence and other related
technologies not only online but in wider use.
It is likely that in the near future the O ce for
Digital Society would need to expand into a full
government Department for Digital Society,
bringing together the overlapping remits of, for
example, DCMS, BEIS and others in a more
cohesive way to lead for a more equitable
digital future.

CONCLUDING
Digital society is not separate from physical
society, and regulation should be further
integrated with new areas. The issues are
embedded throughout our society and require
contextual consideration that is regularly
reassessed and updated. This report has
shown research, policy, and public opinion in
support of more cohesive and comprehensive
underpinning regulation around the use of
data and the Internet. It brings together many
existing currents in policy, advocacy and
research to support a more cohesive and
systemic approach. The report has provided a
set of recommendations to enable this and to
enhance the work of existing regulators across
relevant areas.
Many of the principles and recommendations
in this report are also directly applicable to
related areas such as machine learning and
arti cial intelligence. It is anticipated that these
areas would also have to be regulated together
in the near future. It is anticipated that the

REMARKS
O ce for Digital Society would provide a
blueprint and evidence for such regulation.
Regulating privacy, data, content and platforms
more cohesively is about changing the “default
settings" of digital society. We can perform the
Internet di erently together for collective
bene t. This is in many ways a drive towards
greater access: to skills, to justice, to agency, to
communities. New narratives are needed to
shift the “default settings" of digital society.
Creating a more positive experience of life
online and o ine - a digital society we can take
pride in - requires systems, platforms, policies
and regulation that embody:
> Privacy-by-default
> Rights-by-default
> Inclusion-by-default
> Dignity-by-default
> Empowerment-by-default
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1

All gures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. Total sample size was 2,014 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken
between 22nd - 23rd January 2020. The survey was carried out online. The gures have been weighted and are
representative of all GB adults (aged 18).

For the following question, by "integrity of information online", we mean ensuring the data is real, accurate and
safeguarded from unauthorised users.
In general, whose responsibility do you think it MAINLY is to protect the integrity of information online? (Please select the
option that best applies)

Don't know 12%
Other 1%

Platforms 39%

Press/Media
4%

Users
10%

Governments 14%
Content creators 20%

To what extent if at all, would you say you are concerned
about each of the following? (Please select one option on
each row)
Biased content online

4% 22%

4%

41%

30%

How much, if at all, do you trust the following (Please
select one option on each row) ...
...to provide you with content relevant to you (e.g. search
results, news items, adverts, etc.)?
Google

Misinformation online (e.g. 'fake
news', misinformation, etc.

3% 19% 2%

40%

Facebook
My privacy online

1%
13%1%

43%

not at all
concerned

not very
concerned

don't
know

fairly
concerned

very
concerned

How adequate or inadequate would you say current UK
legislation is at addressing each of the following? (Please
select one option on each row)
Protecting privacy online

Preventing hate speech online

Preventing fake news online

2%19%

13%

38%

4%14% 12%

2%
8% 12%

very
adequate

28%

31%

39%

32%

fairly
adequate

46%

don't
know

fairly
very
inadequate inadequate

Do you think the following should be more or less tightly
regulated by UK law, or is the current level of regulation
about right? (Please select one option on each row)
Use of personal data online

Hate speech online

Fake news online

Key

Google

Facebook

Twitter

12%

36%

23%

9%

3%

28%

21%

16% 3%9%

71%

14% 6%10%

75%

11%4% 9%

Facebook

Twitter

27%

30%

16%

7%

42%

9%

2%16% 10%

2%19%

30%

42%

21%

11%

31%

38%

20%

5%

30%

11%

2%
12% 11%

2%
14%

35%

37%

20%

19%

38%

36%

28%

...with protecting its users' personal data?

Facebook

Twitter

about the
right amount

4% 24%

...to provide you with unbiased content (e.g. search
results, news items, adverts, etc.)?

Google
73%

more

9%

...to provide you with truthful content (e.g. search results,
news items, adverts, etc.)?

Google

Key

45%

42%
Twitter

Key

13%

36%

5%

30%

3%17%

11%

9%

3% 20%

35%

35%

20%

20%

36%

34%

23%

...with how they use personal data (e.g. name, location,
search history, images)?
less

don't know

Google

Facebook

Twitter

Key

4% 24%

10%

2%
12% 9%

3%14%

a lot

35%

28%

35%

21%

a fair
amount

42%

34%

don't
know

28%

not very
much

not at all

In your opinion, are the following doing too much, too
little, or about the right amount to...
...protect their users' personal data (e.g. name, location,
search history, images)? (Please select one option on
each row)
Google

Facebook

Twitter

Do you think that the following should have tighter
controls over political advertising on their platforms?
(Please select one option on each row)
Google

Facebook
2% 26%

51%

22%
Twitter

2%
14%

66%

2%19%

17%

48%

31%

72%

15%

77%

12% 11%

71%

Key

14%

17%

yes

don't know

12%

no

...combat misinformation on their platforms (e.g. fake
news, deep fakes, etc.)? (Please select one option on
each row)
Google

Facebook

Twitter

Key

3% 24%

51%

3%
11%

68%

2%15%

too much

23%

18%

54%

about the
right amount

29%

too little

don't know

To what extent do you agree or disagree that the
following sites should be...
...legally responsible for fact checking political advertising
that appears on their platforms? (Please select one
option on each row)
Google

Facebook

Twitter

51%

30%

53%

8% 8%
3%

28%

50%

8% 8%
3%

29%

Facebook

Twitter

Key

45%

32%

48%

strongly
agree

9% 10%
4%

30%

43%

31%

tend to
agree

don't
know

An algorithm (i.e. automated
decisions made by a computer)

3% 26%

Human curators on online
platforms

4%

31%

3%

32%

Editors on press/news websites

16%

32%

22%

17%

24%

28%

30%

16%

18%

10% 8%
3%

...required by law to to regulate and check ANY content
(e.g. posts, news items, adverts, etc.) they provide to their
users? (Please select one option on each row)
Google

How comfortable or uncomfortable would you say you
are with each of the following deciding what content (e.g.
search results, news items, adverts, etc.) you see online?
(Please select one option on each row)

8% 10%
4%

11% 11%4%

tend to
disagree

strongly
disagree

Key

very
fairly
comfortable comfortable

don't
know

fairly
very
uncomfortable
uncomfortable

How comfortable or uncomfortable would you say you
are with the following information about you deciding
what content (e.g. search results, news items, adverts,
etc.) you see online? (Please select one option on each
row)
Gender

Age

Area where I live

Ethnicity

Sexuality

Political views

Search history

Friends/contacts

Family

Images I have posted on social
media
Income and/or job

Messages/emails

Key

10%

34%

14%

22%

19%

24%

19%

Thinking about the use of algorithms (i.e. automated
decisions made by a computer) in deciding what online
content a person sees…
Do you think the use of algorithms by online platforms
should be more or less of each of the following, or is it
about the right amount? (Please select one option on
each row))
Regulated

7%

37%

13%

6%

38%

11%

8%

28%

15%

8%

28%

14%

5%

27%

15%

5%

29%

12%

5%

27%

5%

24%

23%

23%

29%

27%

12%

14%

4% 22%

15%

4% 21%

14%

4% 21%

12%

very
fairly
comfortable comfortable

24%

21%

26%

28%

25%

28%

26%

30%

24%

32%

24%

30%

20%

don't
know

36%

31%

43%

fairly
very
uncomfortable
uncomfortable

53%

21%

4%

22%

Explainable (i.e. why the
computer has made a decision)

56%

18% 5%

22%

Accountable (i.e. computers and
companies using algorithms are
open to scrutiny)

58%

15% 5%

21%

Key

more

about the
right amount

less

don't know
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All gures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. Total sample size was 2026 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken
between 17th - 18th February 2020. The survey was carried out online. The gures have been weighted and are
representative of all GB adults online (aged 18+).

For the following questions, by 'content', we mean any
type of text or multimedia content (e.g. news items,
articles, social media posts, streamed videos, adverts
etc.) you consume online. By 'identity', we mean all
aspects that make a person who they are (e.g.
characteristics, attitudes, behaviours, etc.).

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements about...

My identity has changed over
time

18%

Thinking generally about yourself…
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements? (Please select one option on each
row)

My identity is, at least partly, what
I do rather than what I am

7%

My identity is created through my
relationships with others

12%

My identity is in uenced by the
content I see online

2%
13% 7%

...your online identity? (Please select one option on each
row)

I am able to tell when content I
see online is false

12%

I am able to tell when content I
see online is biased

26%

35%

...your identity? (Please select one option on each row)

42%

62%

11% 13%
1%

60%

8% 1%
6%

Now thinking generally about other people…
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements? (Please select one option on each
row)
Other people's identities are
in uenced by the content they
see online

11%

Other people are able to tell
when content they see online is
false

2%21%

Other people are able to tell
when content they see online is
biased

2% 24%

Key

strongly
agree

47%

26%

28%

40%

28%

tend to
agree

37%

don't
know

tend to
disagree

13%
2%

10%

8%

strongly
disagree

I keep my 'real' identity and
online identity separate
I have one identity online

I maintain boundaries between
di erent aspects of my life online

Key

11%

50%

52%

23%

12%

39%

tend to
agree

don't
know

20% 6%

23%

9%

39%

20%

strongly
agree

12%

57%

29%

7%

6%

17% 5%

34%

14%

13%

18%

8%

13%

19%

8%

tend to
disagree

strongly
disagree

As a reminder, by 'content', we mean any type of text or
multimedia content (e.g. news items, articles, social
media posts, streamed videos, adverts etc.) you consume
online. By 'online personal data', we mean any personal
information (e.g. your age, location, ethnicity, income,
friends, search history, etc.) collected or stored online.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements on how online data is used (e.g. by
platforms, governments etc.) and how content is
recommended to users? (Please select one option on
each row)
Use of online personal data can
be harmful to individuals
Use of online personal data has
di erent e ects on di erent
groups of people (e.g. people of
di erent ages, race, gender, etc.)
Online content
recommendations (e.g.
algorithms) can be harmful to
individuals
Online content
recommendations (e.g.
algorithms) have di erent e ects
on di erent groups of people
(e.g. people of di erent ages,
race, gender, etc.)
Digital platforms (e.g. websites,
social media apps, online
messaging forums, etc.) currently
reduce inequality between
di erent groups in society
Digital platforms (e.g. websites,
social media apps, online
messaging forums, etc.) could be
created in ways that would
reduce inequality between
di erent groups in society

41%

44%

20%

10%4%
1%

50%

22%

6%
2%

How represented, if at all, do you feel your own opinions
and/ or interests are by each of the following? (Please
select the option that best applies on each row)
National politice/the UK
Government
The news/press/media

The tech industry

44%

21%

16-24

25-34

10%
1%
45-54

19%

50%

25%

10%

31%

30%

40%

34%

14%

12%4%

Key

strongly
agree

tend to
agree

don't
know

tend to
disagree

11%

3%

31%

23%

41%

19%

21%

33%

12%

3%

31%

18%

36%

11%

6%

5%

3%

40%

20%

30%

27%

27%

31%

8%

29%

23%

10%

31%

13%

strongly
disagree

2% 27%

19%

very
fairly
represented represented

38%

don't
know

14%

not very
not at all
represented represented

In general, to what extent do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements about the Internet (e.g.
websites, content, news articles, search engines, social
media, etc.)? (Please select one option on each row)
The Internet encourages
democracy

Key

2% 27%

37%

1%
5%
55+

4% 20%

11%

Results for the tech industry by age:

35-44
23%

3% 26%

The Internet encourages diversity

The Internet encourage
participation

Key

4%

30%

5%

20%

44%

11%

strongly
agree

33%

18%

61%

tend to
agree

14%

25%

8%

12% 13%
3%

don't
know

tend to
disagree

strongly
disagree

As a reminder, by 'content', we mean any type of text or
multimedia content (e.g. news items, articles, social
media posts, streamed videos, adverts etc.) you consume
online.By 'online personal data', we mean any personal
information (e.g. your age, location, ethnicity, income,
friends, search history, etc.) collected or stored online.
How in control, if at all, do you feel over each of the
following? (Please select the option that best applies on
each row)

How much in uence, if any, do you think each of the
following groups...

How digital platforms (e.g.
websites, social media apps,
online messaging, forums, etc.)
are regulated

UK politicians

Who decides how digital
platforms (e.g. websites, social
media apps, online messaging,
forums, etc.) are regulated
How my online personal data
and online activity (e.g. what
websites I visit, what posts I like,
who I message, etc.) is shared
online
Who decides how my online
personal data and online activity
(e.g. what websites I visit, what
posts I like, who I message, etc.)
is shared online
The content I see online

Who in uences what content I
see online

Key

3%14% 11%

35%

36%

3%
12%

15%

8%

33%

29%

9%

22%

34%

13%

20%

34%

24%

UK politicians

Users
16%

9%

very in
control

38%

25%

8%

12%

a little in
control

26%

33%

don't
know

8%

31%

25%

13%

12%

10% 7%
4%

34%

13%

36%

19%

21%

not very in
control

37%

25%

11%

36%

11%

43%

23%

9%

16%

12%

32%

11% 10%
4%

Key

a lot of
in uence

a little
in uence

not very
much
in uence

don't
know

no
in uence
at all

not at all
in control

29%

10%3%
1%12%

Explained to users (i.e. users are
told why they are seeing the
content)?

44%

31%

10%2%
1%12%

24%

21%

12%

45%

53%

10%

17%

...SHOULD have over the regulation of digital platforms
(e.g. websites, social media apps, online messaging,
forums, etc.)? (Please select one option on each row)
Technology companies

7%

61%

37%

Controlled by users (i.e. users
control what they want to see)?

Key

Technology companies

Users

How much more or less do you think the decisions about
what content is shown online should be...

Transparent to users (i.e. users
should be told whether a human
curator or automated algorithm
decided they should see it, and
who is wanting them to see it)?

...CURRENTLY have over the regulation of digital
platforms (e.g. websites, social media apps, online
messaging, forums, etc.)? (Please select one option on
each row)

8%2%
1%12%

much
a bit
about
much
a bit less
more
more
the
less
than
than
than
same as
than
currently
currently currently currently
currently

To what extent, if at all, do you think each of the following
should be used to decide how digital platforms (e.g.
websites, social media apps, online messaging forums,
etc.) are regulated? (Please select the option that best
applies on each row)
Possible problems that may
happen on the digital platforms

35%

35%

20%

9%
2%

Problems that have already
happened on the digital
platforms

44%

27%

20%

7%
2%

Broader principles (e.g. laws on
equality, rights, justice, etc.)

46%

25%

19%

8%
3%

don't
know

Key

a lot

a little

don't
know

not very
much

not at all

Thinking in general about the regulation of digital
platforms (e.g. websites, social media apps, online
messaging forums, etc.)....
Which, if any, of the following regulatory measures would
you support? (Please select all that apply)

In terms of how we generally think about, interact with
and regulate each of the following...
To what extent, do you think each of the following should
be treated similarly or di erently? (Please select the
option that best applies)

Increasing nes for technology
companies that violate users privacy

What information we give out
online (i.e. personal data) and
what information we see online
(i.e. content)

68%

Increasing nes for technology
companies that spread misinformation

65%

Better complaints procedures (e.g. to
the Information Commissioner's
O ce) around online content

56%

Making digital platforms give users
ner controls over how their online
personal data is used to provide
content

Key
53%

Making digital platforms provide an
easy option to disable the tracking of
users' data

51%

Making digital platforms provide an
easy option to remove personalisation
of the content users see

26%

8%

25%

20%

exactly
the same

26%

18%

22%

25%

19%

21%

fairly
similar

27%

don't
know

fairly
di erently

23%

completely
di erently

41%

22%

8% 3%

37%
Key

Making personalised
recommendations by algorithms 'opt
in' (e.g. when you accept cookies or
user agreements online)

33%

Placing limits on content
personalisation to prevent seeing a
narrow range of content

29%

Mixing in more diverse content with
personalised content, to counter bias
from recommendation algorithms

28%

Keeping all online personal data in one
trusted place

26%

Giving the UK Government more
control over online content

Key

9%

20%

To what extent do you support or oppose regulating
online privacy and content by the same set of laws and
oversight bodies?

46%

Breaking up big technology companies
that own multiple platforms (e.g.
separating Facebook, Instagram and
Whatsapp)

26%

Currently, online privacy (i.e. what information users give
out) and online content (i.e. what information users
receive) are regulated by a mix of di erent laws and
oversight bodies.

51%

Regulating digital platforms in the
same ways as the media/press (e.g.
editorial responsibility for promoted
content, holding platforms
accountable for content created by
users, etc.)

Don't know

Who sees what we do online (i.e.
surveillance) and who chooses
what we see online (i.e.
recommendations)

54%

Banning digital platforms that don't
follow UK content or privacy
regulations

None of these

What we do online and who
controls what we see or do
online

10%

23%

2%

11%

punitive interface/user
organisational
algorithm
measures design
measures design

don't
know

strongly
support

tend to
support

don't
know

tend to
oppose

strongly
oppose

